
Increased Uptime  |  Improved Fuel Efficiency  |  Reduced Repair Costs  |  Extended Equipment Life  |  Safety

We are Driven to Serve all of your commercial transportation needs.

Dedicated Fleet RPM Team

Our Fleet RPM advisors connect directly with you, advocating for you to keep 
your fleet on the move.

 » Centrally located, single point of contact

 » Trained on connected telematics and diagnostic technologies to monitor, schedule 
work and report fault codes 

 » Full understanding of OEM Warranty processes 

 » Direct integration with commercial truck parts, service, tire and warranty teams to 
proactively schedule work and support needs

 » Strong partnerships with OEMs and national dealer networks provide a truly 
connected experience

Bergey's exclusive Fleet RPM is a turnkey, connected fleet program that maximizes total fleet 
performance for all makes and models. What makes Fleet RPM different? 

Realtime On-demand fleet updates are delivered to our team 24/7.

Proactive Critical codes, non-critical codes, preventative maintenance, and warranty work can all be 
proactively scheduled by our team, including ordering and delivering required parts ahead of 
the scheduled service.

Management Our dedicated Fleet RPM team acts as a single point of contact for you to leverage all Bergey's 
Truck & Tire resources, as well as the national Mack-Volvo dealer network.



Optional Services Available with Fleet RPM

When you work with Bergey's Fleet RPM team, you get a partner that 
knows your fleet and understands what you need to keep your trucks on 
the road, and we customize a program to meet those needs.

 » Dedicated Support from a trained team

 » Centralized Billing to ease your backend processes 

 » Fault Code Management including critical and non-critical 

 » Warranty and Recall Management help manage costs

 » Preventive Maintenance with scheduled intervals right for your fleet 

 » Parts Replenishment from our extensive OEM and aftermarket inventory

 » Mobile Maintenance to make PMs and simple repairs right at your facility

Don't just take our word for it.

Fleet RPM has been tried, tested and continually evaluated 
by fleet managers who tell us its the support they didn't know 
they needed until they tried it.

Prior to Fleet RPM, we had to depend on the driver to call in 
or wait for a truck to come in for service before we knew of an 
issue. Now we have support not just for emergencies, but general 
maintenance. They go above and beyond, aiding us whether it is 
here or further out on a route." - Linda, Office & Fleet Manager

There are times when I'm not even aware that there is a 
problem going on, and I get a call from Bergey's and we can 
get that problem already in the works to get repaired by the 
time the driver is done their route which really helps with 
managing downtime." - Paul, Fleet Maintenance Director

717-714-6876  |  FleetRPM@Bergeys.com 
BergeysTruckCenters.com/truck-service/fleet-rpm

Contact us today for more information and 
to schedule your Fleet RPM consultation today.


